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Introduction
Robots of all kinds have been around for many decades. The first industrial robot was designed in
1954 by George Devol and was capable of performing simple and repetitive tasks in a highlycontrolled environment. Robots have evolved immensely ever since, becoming increasingly
smarter, more flexible and more autonomous and are now an indispensable part of the large
manufacturing industries. A recent and fast growing development in the world of robotics is
Robotic Process Automation or RPA. These are in essence software robots, designed to replace
human workers as a virtual workforce. The purpose of this article is to provide a clear
understanding of the concept of Robotic Process Automation, what it can do and what potential
benefits it promises to deliver when implemented correctly. Besides that, the article provides a
clear overview of where the technology stands today and what the future might bring. Finally, one
chapter is devoted to RPA applications in the financial industry as it is possibly the industry with
the largest potential and one that will be greatly disrupted.

What is RPA?
Robotic process automation or RPA is a software-based approach of
process automation by capturing, interpreting and coordinating the actions
of existing applications and processes. Basically, it is a software that
operates as a virtual workforce and reduces or replaces the human
intervention in repetitive and recurrent tasks. It can be applied to and
interact with the existing applications, without having to change the current
IT-landscape, and can be used in a wide range of industries, including
finance, accounting, banking and insurance.
In today’s business environment, there is a growing need for cost efficiency,
regulatory compliance, improving margins, high quality data and
information that allows the businesses to focus on delivering value added
insights. RPA provides a means to tackle these challenges in a cost and
time-effective way. The software robots that are created through RPA, are
‘trained’ algorithms that can mimic and replicate the actions of a human
worker interacting with the user interface, thereby reducing the labor costs
and improving the speed, accuracy and quality of the task. The automation
process can be set up and implemented in only a few months, without
having to make changes to the existing IT systems or processes.
RPA is of most use in the middle and back office where it can be installed
quickly and execute the time consuming and repetitive tasks that would
otherwise be executed by a human employee. This allows the employees to
focus on the more interesting and value adding tasks and further develop
their knowledge. Examples of processes that could be automated by RPA
are: data entry and validation, client registration, compliance reporting,
underwriting processes and statement reconciliation. But in theory, RPA is
applicable for all processes that are repetitive, consistent and rule-based.

RPA IN ESSENCE
WHAT?
Software
designed
to
automate
the
current
operational environment and
reduce human intervention in
repetitive tasks.

WHY?
 Reduce costs
 Improve accuracy,
speed and quality
 Limited or no change
needed to existing ITlandscape
 Live 24/7
 Facilitates regulatory
compliance
 Simplicity and short
time to implement
WHERE?
RPA can be used for nearly
all back and middle office
processes
that
are
repetitive, consistent and
rule-based. It can be
beneficial to businesses in
a wide range of industries
that are looking for an
edge.
HOW?
Creating
trained
algorithms that are able to
mimic human interaction
with the user interfaces,
based on predetermined
rules and instructions.

How does it work?
RPA is a rather young innovation that only recently entered its
growth phase, so there is not yet a standardized procedure or
framework developed. However, when examining the RPA
implementations already completed, you will notice that they all
roughly follow the same pattern and contain the same major
components. And although, RPA is a tailormade process, we can
identify three major phases: planning, implementation and
monitoring.

PLANNING
Identify candidates
Impact & gap analysis
Change assessment
Consider help

IMPLEMENTATION
Build and deploy robotic processes

Testing & simulation
In the planning phase, the first step is to identify which processes are
Develop training programs
good candidates for RPA. Identifying the right candidates is crucial for
Go live
the further success of the automation process and can be quite hard.
In the majority of instances, a bottom-up approach is used to identify
the candidates. That is, managers and employees closest to the
operational process flows will recognize potential processes that will
MONITORING & EVALUATION
benefit from automation. The next step is to assess the impact that
Performance analysis
Impact & change evaluation
this automation will have on the company. By ranking the candidates
(Recommend actions)
based on their value adding potential, we can make a selection of
one or more processes, depending on the budget, time frame and
resources. Once the best candidates are selected, it is recommended to do a gap analysis and change
assessment. The gap analysis allows us to analyze the current situation and the future state that we
want to reach, along with the tasks that we need to complete to close this gap. Through a change
assessment we can identify the changes we will have to make to the current situation prior to the
implementation to reach our goals and the constraints that could possibly cause problems along the
way. In the last step of the planning phase, the company needs to consider using external consultants
or RPA vendors if they do not have sufficient in-house resources or knowledge.

Once the candidates are identified and all planning and preparation is done, the company can start
building the actual robots. These software robots are trained algorithms that are capable of
mimicking the behavior of humans in the way they interact with the user interfaces. The algorithms
are called ‘trained’ algorithms in that they are designed to follow methodical instructions and simple
conditional logic. This means that the robots can replicate human behavior, based on the rules and
instructions they receive. It also means that these robots are still ‘dumb’, in that they can do exactly
what you ask them, but they cannot learn by themselves or replicate human reasoning. That is why
they are best suited for tasks that are repetitive, consistent and rule-based. The best way to look at
RPA is by comparing it to the robots used in industrial manufacturing. The automobile industry is an
excellent example of an industry where human workers are replaced by robots. These robots are
trained to prepare, paint and install the different parts of the car, by replicating the human behavior
based on the instructions they receive. This resulted in a faster, more efficient and accurate
manufacturing process. The same principles are used in RPA, where the physical robots are replaced
by algorithms. Once the robots are build they should be tested. This enhances the integrity of the
process by detecting deviations in design and errors in the process and helps preventing these errors
once the robots go live. Performing a simulation also adds value by conforming to the user
requirements. For the automation to be successful the company should make sure that the

employees who will use the robots, fully understand their purpose and their potential value to the
company. Internal training sessions or at least a brief introduction should be available to the
employees and other stakeholders. If all the previous steps are completed, it is time for the robots to
go live and show their true value.
The final phase in the RPA development process is
monitoring and evaluation. The purpose of this
phase is to define performance measures and use
the data collected to evaluate the effectiveness of
the RPA solution in relation to the value it brings.
The company should work with the RPA vendors
or consultants to determine and collect the
measures that will best reflect the performance of
the solution. Performance may be assessed
through KPI’s, aligned with other measures, goals
and objectives, process performance targets or
tests. By evaluating the solution, the company can
determine if they have reached their initial goal or
if they should add some modifications to the RPA
processes to improve or enhance the solution. If
the objectives of the company are not met, it is
important that they understand the factors that
create the difference between potential and
actual value, which in turn should allow them to
recommend a course of action to align them. This
final phase is an ongoing practice that should
allow the company to benefit from the RPA
process in a durable and consistent way.

Initio: first in line
Initio is known for being keen on innovation and always trying to
keep up with the latest trends and hot topics in the financial
industry. And once again Initio was one of the first European
consultancy firms to acknowledge the huge potential of RPA and
is first in line to offer their clients a complete RPA
transformation. Through its extensive resources in strategic, risk,
finance, operational, IT and actuarial functions and its expertise
in the financial industry, Initio is able to guide their clients
throughout the whole change process. From picking the right
candidates to providing a sustainable solution that improves the
overall efficiency and reduces the costs significantly.
Initio offers its clients complete and end-to-end solutions,
tailored to their unique nature. Using the same phases as
described in the previous chapter, we can show the different
services that Initio has to offer throughout the whole process.
All Initio consultants, from youthful juniors to experienced
seniors, have gone through extensive Business Analysis and
Project Management trainings, accompanied by more specific
education in their field of expertise, that they have applied
during their various projects. Besides continues training
programs and hands-on workshops, our consultants can rely on
a wide range of internal and external resources, in-house
experts and the different business lines that define our
company.

INITIO’S APPROACH
PLANNING
Identify & select candidates
Business Analysis:
- Building Business Case
- Requirements definition
- Strategy analysis
- Impact & gap analysis
- Solution design
Project Management
Select Software vendors

IMPLEMENTATION
Digital transformation & change
management
Regulatory expertise & governance
Build and deploy robotic processes
Testing & simulation (UAT)
Training and workshops

MONITORING &
EVALUATION
Performance analysis
Change & solution evaluation
Recommend improvements
Develop monitoring tools and indicators
(KPI's, dashboarding, ratio analysis, ...)

BOTTOM LINE: PROVIDE A
SUSTAINABLE SOLUTION THAT
REDUCES COSTS AND IMPROVES
QUALITY, SPEED AND OPERATIONAL
EFFICIENCY

Benefits of RPA
In the next paragraph, we will briefly discuss the many benefits that RPA promises to deliver when
implemented correctly. As it is impractical and unnecessary to discuss all the benefits, this paragraph
is comprised only of the most important benefits that provide most value for the company. The
potential benefits are discussed in order of importance and added value. It is important to mention
that this list is non-exhaustive and that the order can differ depending on the company or industry.
One of the main benefits of RPA is that it can improve the speed, accuracy and quality of the
operational processes and data. As mentioned earlier in the article the RPA robots are rule-based

algorithms, which means they follow rules to the letter and hence will produce 100% accuracy (at
least in theory). Whereas human employees can get tired, be distracted or make honest mistakes,
robots or other IT-systems are designed to stay consistent. Furthermore, robots can process and
analyze a massive amount of data in only a few milliseconds.
The second benefit and one of the most important reasons why companies are applying, or at least,
are considering RPA, is its potential to reduce the costs significantly. In today’s business landscape,
companies need to be cost efficient in order to survive or maintain their market share. Even more so
for mature companies or companies active in the financial industry. Recent studies by the Institute for
Robotic Process Automation indicate that by replacing the on and offshore employees by RPA robots,
companies can save costs up to 50%. This high percentage is not surprising if you know that a
software robot can cost as little as one-third the price of an equivalent offshore employee and as little
as one-fifth the price of an equivalent onshore employee.
In the next chapter, we will discuss the differences between traditional IT automation and RPA.
However, it is meaningful to already briefly mention two significant differences as these are also two
important benefits of RPA. These two benefits are RPA’s simplicity and short time to implement. The
development and implementation of an RPA solution requires limited or no coding. It can be
implemented quite easily through a software platform, like Bleuprism, that uses screen recording and
process map drawing. These software platforms are designed so that they can work in parallel with
the existing IT landscape and limited or no change is needed to the existing processes. In addition,
most of the software platforms available today do not require their users to have programming skills
or advanced IT-knowledge. Because of this relatively straightforward implementation, it takes only 3
to 6 months to develop and implement a RPA solution, where it can take up to one year to develop
and implement a traditional automation solution. Once the implementation is finished, it takes only
another 3 to 6 months to see an improvement in ROI. So, compared to traditional automation, RPA
can be a quick fix solution that promises a short time-to-benefit. Important to mention, is that the
comparison between traditional automation and RPA was used here to demonstrate the easy and
short implementation of RPA. As we will discuss in the next chapter, this comparison is not always
meaningful as both automation applications can serve a completely different purpose.
The final benefit, enhanced compliance, is actually a result of some of the previous benefits in this
chapter. Recent turmoil in the financial markets and the increased volatility in many industries, forced
the national regulators and authorities to increase their supervision and apply striker rules. This
intensifying flow of new rules and regulations has been a heavy burden for many years, especially for
companies in banking and insurance. In industries with constraining regulations, RPA provides a lever
to manage increasing requirements for two reasons. Firstly, transactions are recorded and steps are
systematically applied, which prevent manual errors and provide full transparency to auditors.
Secondly, Risk and Compliance departments can use robots themselves to execute reconciliations and
automate daily controls reducing the workload generated by routine tasks.

Differences with traditional Information Technology Process
Automation (ITPA)
In some cases, the line between RPA and ITPA can be very thin and it can be quite hard to see the
difference between both automation applications. After all, they do promise to provide more or less

the same benefits and solutions. That is to streamline operations, improve efficiency, boost
productivity and basically do more with less. However, there are some major differences in the way
they are build and how they are managed.
Process automation is nothing new. It was introduced to the work floor about two centuries ago,
when labor intensive industries, such as the textile industry, started building physical robots to
replicate their human workers. These factory machines took over the many physical tasks such as
weaving and stitching and helped companies achieve greater efficiency and productivity. As the
nature of work changed over the years, so did the nature of automation. In today’s business
landscape, the traditional way of automating the internal operations, is by applying information
technology (IT). IT has already proven its use and had a tremendous impact on the efficiency and
productivity of practically all industries. However, many companies today have a patchwork of lessthan-optimal IT-systems and other applications that do not interact or talk to each other and need a
lot of support by the IT-department. These remaining operational inefficiencies, provide lots of
opportunities for new technologies such as RPA.
Different focus: The main difference between RPA and ITPA, is that they focus on different
areas of the business and are designed with different objectives. For decades, IT
professionals have struggled with maintaining peak performance at minimum cost while
straddling a multitude of different applications and systems. These challenges stretch far
beyond simple system integration issues and lie more in the area of optimization of operational
processes. As a result, IT professionals have adopted certain process disciplines and universal
methodology. Conversely, robotic process automation covers a broader set of simpler functions,
exceeding well beyond the IT department and into just about every facet of the business, from
accounting to marketing. Basically, RPA is being leveraged to make the jobs of the end-users easier
and more efficient. ITPA, while its impact does theoretically reach outside of the IT department, is
focused more on the needs and weak points of the company’s complex IT infrastructure.
User-friendly: One of the features of RPA is that the tools and applications are very userfriendly. The goal is to create clear and simple user interfaces, that are customized to the
needs of the final users and can be operated by basically everyone with a basic ITunderstanding. On the contrary, being user-friendly is not one of the main objectives of the
traditional ITPA tools and applications. Therefore, the design and use of traditional ITPA applications
can be a lot more complex and require some advanced IT-skills. These applications are often created
through coding and even the use of these ITPA applications can require some programming skills.
Because ITPA is more complex, its user interface isn’t always as polished as that of RPA. In the end, it
all depends on the characteristics of the end-user who will be using the technology in their day-to-day
job.
Non-disruptive: Traditional ITPA developments are designed to transform or change the
existing less-than-optimal processes and systems, in order to make them more efficient. So,
it is pretty obvious that they will disrupt the current IT architecture. Instead, RPA tools lean
towards light IT requirements and do not, for example, disturb underlying computer
systems. The robots access end-user computer systems exactly as a human does - via the user
interface with an established access control mechanism - so no underlying system change is required.
This may look like a benefit for the RPA tools. However, it depends on the company’s objective. If the
objective is to redesign or enhance the existing IT systems, the company will choose ITPA applications.

If the objective is to automate simple processes, without actually changing the existing ITarchitecture, RPA will be better suited.
The objective of this chapter was to provide a clear understanding of the differences between RPA
and traditional ITPA, because the line between both can be quite thin from time to time. It is
important to understand that none of these differences provide any benefits of one technology over
the other, but rather are the result of different needs and objectives. Essentially, it can be said that
RPA is automation for the end-user while ITPA is more behind-the-scenes automation. Both have their
own role in an organization and, when leveraged together, can create a highly-efficient, cost-effective
and productive work environment that will help the organization remain ahead of the competition.

Should we fear an invasion?
The impact on employment
As soon as people hear the word automation, they start to
panic and fear that they will lose their job to some fancy,
new IT-system. Recent studies on the impact of automation
on unemployment indicate mixed results. The results show
that society does overstate the extent of machine
substitution for human labor. This means that they think it
is more likely that humans and robots will work together,
instead of humans being replaced completely. The downside, however, is that not all people will be
better off by automation. As robots and automated systems still need support and human
intervention to operate, high and middle skilled jobs will persist but low skilled jobs will over time
become obsolete. So, in the case of automation in general, we can conclude that a large group of
skilled people will benefit, but at the same time a smaller, yet equally important group of low skilled
people will get sidelined. RPA, however, is not just another automation application. As we have seen
earlier, RPA software is created to work in parallel with the IT-systems that are already in place. So,
despite taking over some of the administrative and operational tasks of human workers, completely
replacing them is not the main purpose of RPA. RPA aims to reduce costs, improve accuracy and
speed, rather than reducing the headcount. Research carried out by Harvard Business Review even
suggests that human workers will be better off by welcoming RPA robots onto their workplace.
Ever since the term Human Capital was introduced by economist Gary Becker, companies started to
acknowledge and appreciate the strengths of their employees and the value they can add. However,
we still see today that employees spend substantial time dealing with technical issues and tasks that
are not using their capabilities and thinking skills to the fullest. Many of these issues are due to
automated operational systems that need human intervention and are unable to complete a whole
process, end-to-end. For the systems and technology to deliver value, knowledge employees still must
do pesky and time consuming things like moving data from one system to another or resolving system
lags. Both the company and the employees would be better off being liberated from such routine and
low value tasks. This is where RPA steps in and can show its true value by allowing employees to focus
on the more interesting and value adding tasks and fully deploy their skill sets.
So far, RPA seems to be a beneficial innovation to pretty much all companies and organizations
looking for operational efficiency. However, there is one industry in particular that is not very pleased

with the arrival of this virtual workforce, namely the outsourcing industry. BPO or business process
outsourcing is a massive industry currently valued above $300bn, with 3 million people employed in
India alone. Experts see RPA as a worthy competitor to outsourcing and some even predict RPA to be
the dead of BPO as we know it. When one considers that an employee would cost around nine times
what a robot will cost in de US or three times in India, the treat is not completely irrational. Besides
lower costs, there is also the fact that most of the activities or processes that are traditionally
outsourced, like claims processing or compliance reporting, are perfect candidates for RPA. Although,
RPA will most certainly have an impact on the BPO industry, the transition will not go as fast or be as
fierce as some gloomy experts predict. One way to react is for the BPO companies to change their
business models and work together with RPA, rather than competing with it. This way they could use
RPA to their benefit and provide a whole new service to their clients.

Regulation and supervision
The technology of robotics is still in its infancy, but it is evolving at a strong pace and regulators are
taking notice of this trend. This started a discussion with on the one hand people in favor of
regulatory oversight, concerned with the safety and dominance of mankind. And on the other hand,
people who think that regulations and rules will hinder innovation and limit the benefits the
technology has to offer.
The first group, consists of people that are afraid of the probable ethical, legal and societal impact of
RPA. Undoubtedly, there is a lot of uncertainty regarding the future of robotic automation
technologies and their capabilities. Therefore, it is important to already establish some kind of
boundaries or limitations to reduce these uncertainties as much as possible. As Benjamin Franklin
would put it: ‘an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure’. In other words, it takes less effort to
take some precautionary, steps than having to fix the problems afterwards. This group has some solid
arguments that without a doubt make sense. With the magnitude that these automations are
growing, it is not unthinkable that in the near future, robots will commandeer our cars, planes and
trains, manage our investment portfolios, perform brain surgery and even fight wars. These are all
risky activities that should be executed with accuracy, care and vigilance. Human workers that are
active in these areas undergo training and pass complex tests as prove of their physical capabilities,
intelligence and mental health.
The second group are people who believe that regulations and laws hinder innovation and therefor
will impose a constraint on the further development of RPA. They argue that robotics and cognitive
learning are still in an early stage and have huge potential that can only be reached when given some
freedom. They certainly have a solid argument as well. When looking at the past, increased
regulation has often had a negative impact on innovation. They tend to impose a cost burden on
firms, causing them to reallocate their spending away from investments in innovation. However, a
recent study shows that regulation does not necessarily has to hinder innovation. In some cases, it
can even be a powerful stimulus of innovation by taking away a lot uncertainty for potential investors
and companies interested in a new technology. As the author of the study concludes: “The interaction
between regulation and innovation is complex, multifaced, and often ambiguous. Therefore, the
ultimate impact of regulation on innovation is an empirical, case-by-case question, and depends on
the balance between innovation-inducing factors and compliance costs generated by regulation”.
Clearly, both groups have compelling arguments that should be taken into account. Our view is that
there should be at least some regulatory oversight that sets the limits and boundaries for the

technology so that the safety of mankind can be maintained and we can still push the technology in
the direction we want it to go. At the same time, these regulations should not be too extensive or
strict so that they do not limit the capabilities of this technology, as often was the case in the past.
The key here is collaboration instead of competition. Listening to, or even better, understanding each
other’s arguments and reaching a compromise. Because at the end of the day, they are both right and
wrong at the same time. As mentioned earlier, regulators have already taken notice of the growing
RPA interest and are starting to put it under the microscope. In the United States, The Financial
Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA) and the Security and Exchange Commission (SEC) have already
issued a joint warning about RPA and other automation technologies. And on the European continent
there are steps being taken by the European Parliament. So, it is safe to say that some kind of new
regulation is just around the corner. We can only hope that the regulators have learned from the
past.

RPA in finance
A perfect fit
This chapter will focus on the application of RPA in the
banking, financial services and insurance industry
(BFSI), as this industry is expected to witness the
strongest RPA growth in the near future. When looking
at the graph, we notice two things about the North
American RPA market. The first thing we notice is that
experts are expecting a staggering market growth from
over USD 125.2 million in 2015, to nearly 4 billion in
2024. The expected growth gives a good indication of
the potential impact of RPA. The second thing we notice, is that the BFSI sector is expected to be the
fastest adopter of RPA with a compounded annual growth rate of over 65%.
There are two possible explanations for the BFSI sector to take the lead in automation. The first
possible explanation is the increased market pressure in the BFSI sector. Recent developments such
as globalization, increased supervision and regulatory pressure, new competitive entries and
decreasing margins force financial institutions to look for new ways to cut costs, increase revenue and
improve overall efficiency. RPA, in addition to traditional IT-automation applications, can provide a
solution to these challenges and can help companies save up to 75% of operational costs. The second
and most likely explanation is that the BFSI sector is an ideal candidate for RPA. BFSI processes, mainly
in the back and middle office, lend themselves perfectly towards the technology. Most of these
processes are repetitive, recurrent and consistent and could fairly easy be executed by rule-based
algorithms.
A good example of a successful application of RPA in financial functions are Robo-Advisers. These
robots are designed to provide financial advice or portfolio management online with minimal human
intervention. They operate in the same way as human advisers would, but instead are much cheaper,
faster and available 24/7. Investors go online and simply fill in an online questionnaire with questions
regarding their investment objectives, time horizon, profile and risk aversion. The robots make
algorithm-based decisions and in a few clicks the investors receive a tailor-made asset allocation
proposal or rebalancing recommendation. Robo-advisors are very popular for basic portfolio

management, because they are relatively cheap and make it possible for even small investors to
receive some investment advice. However, they don’t get involved in more complex financial planning
aspects that still require human interaction, such as retirement, estate planning and taxes. Roboadvisors are already immensely popular in the USA with a staggering amount of around 300 billion
dollars’ assets under management in 2016. And they are finding their way onto the European and
Asian markets as we speak.
The future of RPA in finance is looking extremely
bright. This did not skip the attention of the vendors
and consultancy firms that are jumping on the
bandwagon and started providing specific RPA
solutions for financial functions.
The diagram to the right is a very simplified overview
of the different divisions in the financial industry. It, by
far, does not contain all the possible divisions and
does not do justice to the complexity of the industry.
But it provides a possible explanation of why the
financial industry is a perfect RPA candidate and it
clearly shows that the possibilities are endless.

Are the robots here to stay?
The technology sector is characterized every year by many new products, services and concepts that
all promise to be the next big thing. Some live up to the hype, but many don’t. Two recent examples
of technology evolutions that to this day cannot live up to their expectations are bitcoins and smart
appliances. The idea of having a shared, decentralized blockchain fueled with the mysterious identity
of its creator and its potential value for the dark web, made bitcoins into a hype. However, nearly a
decade later the online currency is still nowhere to be seen and even the most ardent supporters are
calling it ‘a failed experiment’. A similar story for the hype of smart appliances such as refrigerators,
washers and dryers who can think for themselves and make intelligent decisions. Although, many new
technology evolutions are doomed to die a slow dead, most experts and people active in the industry
think that RPA will be one of the few hypes that will live up to the high expectations.
The main reason for this rather positive outlook are the difficult market conditions that will continue
for many years ahead. The need for higher efficiency, cost reduction, higher productivity and
regulatory compliance will still be at the top of many agendas and business meetings. Companies
need to transform the way they operate in order to survive and RPA could possibly be a key enabler
for this new way of working and even become the new standard of automation. However, the road to
success is still long and many uncertainties remain ahead.
The recent acceleration in growth of RPA has led to an increased number of vendors, software
packages and consultancy firms providing RPA end-to-end solutions and more research and
investment are drawn towards the industry. The robots are getting more attention from large

companies trying to get an edge and they are becoming more popular outside the USA. This
expansion has had a positive effect on the technology, making it more accessible, cheaper and better.
One possible evolution of automation in the near future is the combination of RPA and artificial
intelligence (AI). AI is a field that has a long history but only recently made great progress and people
are starting to accept the technology becoming part of life. Combining the two technologies could
have a great potential and possibly help companies further reduce their costs and improve their
operational efficiency. The RPA robots are designed to mimic human behavior, based on
predetermined rules. By adding AI, the robots would be able to mimic the cognitive functions such as
learning and problem solving as well. In other words, this would mean that the robots can work
autonomous and improve themselves, so even less people will be needed to perform the same tasks.
Conclusion
While reading this article, an attentive reader will probably have noticed that the words ‘uncertain’ and
‘uncertainty’ are used quite often. Even though the attentive readers are absolutely right, the fact that
these words are used a lot is not very surprising. Innovations in an early stage of development are hard
to predict and the fact that they might disrupt certain parts of society, evidently brings a great deal of
uncertainty with it. The impact these innovations have is often small and in some cases even negligible.
But in the case of RPA, where robots are ready to take over some important and sometimes dangerous
tasks and thereby controlling certain parts of our daily lives, the impact could be enormous and almost
impossible to predict. This resulted in hard-fought discussions between sector experts, entrepreneurs,
regulatory authorities and lobby groups from all around the globe on popular topics such as
employment, regulatory oversight, safety and economic growth.
One thing that all parties agree on is that RPA will definitely shake up the current business landscape
and will have a significant impact on different levels of today’s society. Whether this impact will turn
out to be positive or negative remains uncertain and only time will tell. However, most tend toward a
positive outlook and are welcoming the robots as they arrive.
Jonas Theyssens
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